It is time to stay...join us in new digital developer initiatives.

About us

Digital Futures Strategic Research Matrix

OPEN CALLS

Future Developers 2022 – Supporting master by building strong and inspirational networks

Upcoming seminars & lectures

Co-sponsored seminar - Dynamic Games: Perfect information and Imperfect information

Distinghuised lecture: Jiang Hu, Texas A&M University

MUSAiC Festival 2022

CO-SPONSORED SEMINAR

DISTINGUISHED LECTURE

Inference at the Edge

Title: Robot Inner Speech: A Sign of Prerogatives

Speaker: Kaibin Huang – University of Hong Kong

When: 14 November, 10:00-11:00 CET

CO-SPONSORED SEMINAR

DISTINGUISHED LECTURE

TECoSA seminar - Efficient Techniques for Cyber Deception

Title: Computer Engineering at NYU and LARX

Speaker: Quanyan Zhu, Electrical and Computer Engineering at NYU and LARX

When: 29 November, 15:00-16:00 CET

Recording: Recorded talks

You can watch most of our talks again.

Archive – recorded talks

Did you miss any of all the great lectures, curtain talks, Fly-high Fika or Dive-deep lunch seminars?

CO-SPONSORED SEMINAR - Dr. Funk

PROFESSIONAL OPPORTUNITIES

Future Digileaders 2022 – Supporting others by building strong and inspirational networks

More about Digitalize in Stockholm included a wide array of topics and perspectives...

Digital twins, 6G, crypto wars, integrity, hybrid architectures and fairness. The yearly conference Digitalize in Stockholm included a wide array of topics and perspectives...